Introduction
A number of opticalpartic]e-sizlng instruments, such as the phase-Doppler particleanalyzer, measure the diameter of small particlesby analyzing certain features of their t'orward-hemisphere light-scattering signature,t.2 For particlesmuch larger than the wavelength of light, forward-hemisphere scatteringis well approximated by ray theory, which considersthe diffracted, reflected, and transmitted rays that reach the detector. For scattering by a sphere, the raytheory far-zone scattered intensitycloselymatches the results of Lorenz-,.'v[ie theory3, 4 for particle-size parameters as low as 30 and ['or scatteringangles as large as 50°. As a resultof thisclose match, phaseDoppler particle analyzer calibration curves have been based almost entirelyon ray t:heory, t._o.s.s A basic assumption underlying the calculationof optical sizing-instrument calibrationcurves is that the particlesbeing sized are spherical. A necessary _rst step in evaluating the response of these instruments to nonspherical particles isto have an accurate and easily implemented theory of lightscatteringby such particles. Because the simplest nonspherical particleis a spheroid, understanding scatteringby a spheroid should be helpfulin determining the impor-
The author is with the Department of Physics. Cleveland State University. Cleveland. Ohio 441i.5. There are a number of differentmethods for exactlysolvingtheelectromagnetic boundary-value problem of a plane wave scattered by a spheroidal oartitle. _-_t The numerical implementation of d_ese methods, however, suffers from illconditioning for size parameters g-rearerthan approximately 35 and for large spheroid eccentricities.S.lt, w-The raytheory model of spheroid scattering is an attractive . ,-{ alternativebecause itisexpected to orovide a reason-,, };" able approximation to the solutionof the exact wave-) 3 scatteringproblem forparticle-size parameters be_ n-_ ning approximately where the numerical imple-J mentar.ion of the exact methods starts becoming ill conditioned. Ray scattering by a spheroid has already been applied to the analysis of the generalized rainbow causticin the backward hemisphere, which is caused by the confluence of a number of rays making one internal reflectionwithin the spheroid beforeexiting.t_-_9Ray-tracingprograms ['or scattering by an arbitrarily shaped particlehave also been deve!oped forcertainspecializedapplications. 2O . 2_ The purpose of thispaper, along with a companion paper 2_-that is hereafter designated as part I, is to describe scatteringin the forward hemisphere of an arbitrarilypolarized plane wave by an arbitrarily oriented dielectric spheroid by the use of ray theory.
[n part [ diffractionand specular reflection were considered. [n thispaper transmission, which is the third oi" the physicalprocesses expected to dominate scatteringin the forward hemisphere, isconsidered. DiFfractionplus reflectionwas exacdy soluble in _he 20 Month 1996 / Vol. 35. No. 00 / APPLIED OPTICS https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19970023077 2020-01-21T22:59:09+00:00Z I sense that the magnitude, phase, and polarizationof the electricfieldof the outgoing rays were directly --3_ expressible in terms of the scatteringangles e and 4). This is not the case for transmission because of the _4_ P _ complexity of both the refractiongeometry and the 0_" spheroid shape. If the plane wave is not incident parallelto the spheroid major axis,another complexity occurs as well. For this case the plane of incidence of a ray at itspoint of entrance on the lit sideof the spheroid does not coincide with the plane of incidence at itspoint of e:dt. This leads to crosspolarizationeffects that do not occur forscatteringby a dielectricsphere.2_-2s For example, a transmitted ray that was incident upon the spheroid with the transverse electric (TE) polarizationwillexititellipticallypolarized, i.e., with a mixture of TE and transverse magnetic (TM) polarizations. Similirly, the TE polarization directions of the transmitted and reflectedrays reaching an observer at the scattering angles 6),¢ are rotated-with respect to each other. The transmitted ray isadditionallyelliptically polarized when referenced with respect to the TE and TM polarizationdirectionsofthe reflectedray. Cross-polarizationeffects also occur forscattering by a nonspherical particlemuch smaller than the wavelength of light because of differences in the particle's polarizabilityin different directions. -%.=7 Similar effects also occur for an optically active particle. 2s Cross-polarization effects originating solelyfrom the geometry ofthe particlea/sooccur for scattering by a dielectriccylinder at diagonal incidence.°-s For scattering by a spheroid, the crosspolarization intensity has been computed with the exact solution to the wave-scattering problemJ°O ur purpose here is to demonstrate clearly and explicitlythe geometric orion of the cross-polarizaeffects _the context of ray theory. tion o_ f--T],_ b this paper proceeds as follows. Sec-,_ tion 2 presents a briefreview of both the notation and the spheroid geometry that were described indetailin part I. In Subsections 3.A. 
£ and an=trular frequency _ propagating along the positive z axis of an xyz coordinate system fixed in the lab reference frame.
The electric field of the plane wave is O¢, 
a"
where the x"y"z" axes are attached to the spheroid. The spheroid z" axis lies in the 0, _ direction with respect to the xyz lab coordinate system, where 0 8 < _,/2 and 0 _ d_ < 2=. 
and where the elliptical coordinate r' and _' are defined by
with0 _; r' < land0 < _' < 2.'=. 
The unit normal _o' to the lit surface at the point of entrance of the ray has the spherical angles = -To, rio with respect to the x'y'z" axes, i.e., 
is the angle of incidence o£ the ray at the lit surface. The angle of refraction %0 is Wen by Shell's law
A comparison of Eqs. (15) and (16) allows us to relate the angles ofkto to the angles ofrho'.
We obtain _Vo_= _P'o -_o
The relation between rio_ and rio is expected on physical grounds. The plane of incidence containing k_o and .rho' makes an angle rio with respect to the x' axis, so k,o mus= also lie in this plane. Furthermore, Fig. 1 
where sol >-0. The transmitted ray e_ts the spheroid on either its shadowed or its lit surface. By combining Eqs. (5) and (20) we find that the distance of travel of the ray inside the spheroid for either possibility is 
The coordinates of the ray at its point of exit from the spheroid are found by combining Eqs. (20) and (21) to give
which is equivalent to
× sin _o' sin _o + ,_ cos {o' cos _o ( )
S01
ro' sin _o' --_" sin V/ol sin _o 
Using equation 15 of part Iand Eq. (5) above, we then obtain
For most commonly encountered values o[b/a and n, the transmitted ray exits the spheroid on its shadowed side. For _his case, combining Eqs. (5) and (22) _ves
But for a spheroid with high eccentricity and large refractive index, the point o£ exit or"the transmitted ray sometimes occurs on the lit sure'ace. For this case, combining Eqs. (5) and (22) gives We next determine the angles of incidence and retraction of the ray at its point ofexit.
The incidentunit wave vector at the point of exit is
hs explicit form is @yen by Eqs. (15) and (19). The angle of incidence O_ for exit on the upper surface is given by
The transmitted angle 0_, isagain given by Snell's law
Ifn sin 8_ > 1, the ray is incident upon this interface past the critical angle for total internal reflection and transmission does not occur in ray theory.. In actuality, light waves are transmitted and are described by a Fock transition.
This effect is not modeled in this paper.
For n sin 0a < 1, the ray is transmitted out of the spheroid and its final outgoing unit wave vector is k_L = sin @ cos(¢ -¢)z2.' + sin @ sin(q _ -_b)_y'
which may also be written as
Comparing Eqs. (34) and (35), we find that the scattering angles @, ¢ are given by
tan (cos On -n cos 0n)sin _I sin _ 1 -n sin _vol sin no = (cos 0,1 -n cos Ca)sin _F_cos_l -n sin _Fo_cos _o 
Eq. (21) simplifies to
Lcos°,o1-s,n,o1J
Eq. (23) simplifies to
Eq. (32) simplifies to
and Eq. (36) simplifies to 
in terms or'@ and ¢ alone, where distance aR from the spheroid entrance plane 1717'to the originis
where Zmi,' is the lowest point on the spheroid surface.
The distance from the origin to the spheroid e.,dt plane VV' is (equation 41 of part t)
The optical path length of the transmitted ray between the spheroid entrance and exit planes is Cto + nsoL + _L, where % is the distance from the entrance plane to the ray's point of entrance on the spheroid's lit surface and Bt is the distance£rom the ray's point of exit on either the spheroid's shadowed or lit surface to the exit plane. From Fig. 2 , the distance _o is given by ao = _'R + zo'(ro', _o'). The intersection of this plane with the outgoing transmitted ray
x' = Ar t ' cos _l' + _ sin @ cos(q_ -6),
The optical path length of the transmitted ray with respect to that of the reference ray is then In Fig. 3 we show the evolution of the F'_____ transmission caustics as b/a is increased from 1.0 for the specific example ofn = 1.333. 
where all the incident rays focus at the point =s,a7 Fig. 3 (f) and greatly magnified in Fig. 3(g) .
Finally, if b=/a _-is sufficiently large, the evolution of the butterfly caustic reaches completion, and it becomes an outward-pointing cusp of revolution, as in Fig. 3(h) 
C. Polarization of line Transmitted Electric Fieid
The incident plane wave is polarized so that its electricfieldmakes an angle X with the.'caxis. The polarization vector of the incident plane wave with respect to the x'y'z' rotated lab axes is then (equation 48 of part l) T--_,o _ x (k,o x n%'), as is shown in Fig. 5 .
For scattering by a spheroid, the rays reflected and transmitted in the e, • direction again in general originate on opposite ends of the lit side of" the spheroid.
As a result, we use the TE and TM 
After transmission intothe spheroid,the polarization vector of'theray becomes (69)
if the ray e.xits the spheroid on its shadowed side.
[fit exits on the lit side, the {'actor of cos ke t in Eq. (69) 
where t_(Oa) and tr._,z(Sa) are the Fresne[ coe_-__ cients {'or transmission corresponding to the angle of _" incidence0:_. Again, %_ must be lessthan the critical angle for totalinternalreflectionin order for the ray to e_-the spheroid. T.'V--[_t = -sin "A.IT"E._r + cos 'x._tT"M_r,
Cross-Polarization
where
_2 if the ray exits the spheroid on its shadowed side. [fit exits on _he lit side, the factor of cos x[tt in Eq. (7_ is replaced by -cos 'Vt. This cross-polarization el-" fect is pictorially represented in Fig. 7 . For end-on incidence Eq. (38) gives c_ -¢b -_1 = = and ARt = 0, eliminating this cross-polarization effect as well. 1"_ At this point we may combine Eqs. (3) -T=×-,-T. This neglect may be the cause of ray theory becoming out of phase with the eikonal approximation for @ > 25*.
In Fig. 9 
